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Hybrid systems are dynamical systems involving continuous and discrete changes.
Many dynamical systems can be represented as hybrid systems; examples include a
ball bouncing on a oor and a car with braking. HydLa is one of modeling tools for
hybrid systems.
When we describe models for the verication of hybrid systems using a modeling
language like HydLa, we often encounter a problem that a program does not reect
the programmer's intention. We call it Modeling Errors.
HydLa is a constraint-based modeling language for hybrid systems. HydLa allows
one to specify priorities between constraints, which is called constraint hierarchy. We
can describe programs easily by constraint hierarchy, but it is not easy to detect the
causes of modelling errors and to correct them.
The purpose of this reserch is to make it easy to detect the cause of modeling
errors and to x them. We dene modeling errors, propose a method for statically
detecting the causes of modelling errors, and implement the proposed method. A
feature of the proposed method is that it prevents erroneous detection. The basic
idea of the proposed method is to derive errors from the powerset of all constraints of
a HydLa program. However, not all of the subsets of constraints are adopted in the
simulation of a HydLa program. For example, if a constraint hierarchy is specied
between conicting constraints, the simulation never reaches the state in which these
constraints become eective at the same time. The purpose of the proposed method
is to prevent detecting such states as errors. This is realized by creating candidate
constraint sets. We implemented these methods in HyLaGI and made sure that we
could x the errors easily by using the result of error detection.
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?? 2 ???????????????????????? HydLa ????????
??????????? 3 ???HydLa?????????????????????
?????????????4 ??????????????????????????



































1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0.
2 FALL <=> [](y'' = -10).
3 BOUNCE <=> [](y- = 0 => y' = -4/5 * y'-).
4
5 INIT, FALL << BOUNCE.
? 2.1 ???????????
????????? INIT?y???? 10???? 0? FALL?y???? 10? BOUNCE?
y ?????? (y- = 0)?y ???????? (4=5) ???????????? (y0 =
 4=5  y0-)?????????????????????HydLa ??????????
?????? t ??????????????????? y ? y(t) ??????????
HydLa ???????????????? -??????????????? t????
????????y-??? y ??? t???????????????????????
??? t = 0??????????????????????????????? 2.2?
???? 2.2?????? y ?????? t ???????????????????
? 2? HydLa 5
? 2.2 ???????????????
2.3 HydLa ??? HyLaGI





? 2.3 ??HydLa ????? HyLaGI[8] ???????? HydLa ???????
? 2.3 ????????????? [9]?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????? 2.3 ???????????
? 2? HydLa 6
(hydla program) H ::= ( DF. j DC . )
(denition) DF ::= Dname( ~E)fDCg j Cname( ~X)<=> C
(declaration) DC ::= M j Dname( ~E) j DC;DC j DC << DC j ( DC )
(module) M ::= C
(constraint) C ::= A j Cname( ~E) j C ^ C j G => C j [] C j ( C )
(guard) G ::= A j G ^ G j G _ G j ( G )
(atomic constraint) A ::= E ( relop E )+
(expression) E ::= ???? j E' j E ^E j E-




?????????? IP?Interval Phase??????????? PP?Point Phase??
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unsat mod : {BOUNCE, FALL}

















unsat mod : {BOUNCE, FALL}














# number of phases reached limit
? 2.4 ???????????????? 6?????????????
2.4 HydLa ?????? webHydLa




























??????? 2.3?????? HydLa??????????? Basic HydLa???
???????Basic HydLa????? 3.1????
(basic hydla program) BH ::= ( CM . j HC . )
(constraint module) CM ::= Cname <=> M
(hierarchical constraint) HC ::= CM j HC; HC j HC << HC
(module) M ::= G => C j [](G => C)
(constraint) C ::= A j C ^ C j [] C
(guard) G ::= A j G ^ G
(atomic constraint) A ::= E ( relop E )+
(expression) E ::= ???? j E' j E-
? 3.1 Basic HydLa ???
????????????? (CM)????? (HC)???????????????
???????????? (M)??? (Cname)?????????????????
? (G)??? (C)?????????????????? (G)???? ask?????
(C)???? tell????????????????? => ?????????????
??G => C ???????????? (G)??????? (C)??????????
??????????????????? (A) ??????????????????
?? [] ????????? Globally ??????????????????????




??? (=>)?????? (tell??)??????????????????? 3.2 ??
?????????ask?? y- = 0????????tell?? y0 =  y0-???????
? 3? HydLa ??????????????????? 10
????????
BOUNCE <=> [](y- = 0 => y0 =  y0-):






?????????A << B ????????????????? A????????






(higher module set) HM(CM) := fm j CM << mg





? 3.3 ???? G(CM), C(CM) ????????????? CM ????????
??HM(CM)????????????? CM ??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? CM ??????????????????? HM(CM)?
???HMC(CM)???????????????????????????????
??????????






???????????????????? 3.4 ? 3???????????????
?????????
(ignored) ignored(CM) := (HMC(CM) ^G(CM) ^ :C(CM) ^ HM(CM) 6= ;)
_9m 2 HM(CM)(ignored(m))
(valid) valid(CM) := HMC(CM) ^G(CM) ^ C(CM) ^ :ignored(CM)
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??????????????????????? (y- = 0 => y0 =  4=5  y0-)?
?????
BOUNCE ??????????
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??????
???? 3.5???HydLa ??????????????????????? (MS)
??????????????????????????
(module set) MS := fm j valid(m)g




(variables) var(MS) := MS ?????????????????
(program variables) pvar := ???????????????????????
(conict module set) CMS(CM) := fm j :(CM ^m) ^m 2 MSg
? 3.5 MS???
MS ????? t?????? (valid)?????????????????MSC ?
MS???????????????var(MS) ? MS ???????????????
??????pvar ???????????????????????????????
CMS(CM) ?????? CM ????? MS ???????????????????
???
???? 3.6????????????????
(over-constrained) OC(CM) := valid(CM) ^ :MSC
^9(m1;m2) 2 (CMS(CM) [ CM)
(HM(m1) = ; ^ HM(m2) = ; ^m1 6= m2)
(under-constrained) UC(v) := v 2 pvar ^ v =2 var(MS)
(non-deterministic) ND(CM) := valid(CM) ^ :MSC
^8m 2 CMS(CM)(HM(m) 6= ;)
^HM(CM) 6= ; ^ CMS(CM) 6= ;
? 3.6 ???????????































? 3.7?? 2.1 ????????????????????????????????
????????????? 2.1 ??????x????????????4 < x < 6?
??????????????????????? WATER??????
? 3? HydLa ??????????????????? 16
1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0 & x = 0 & x' = 1.
2 FALL <=> [](y'' = -10).
3 MOVE <=> [](x'' = 0).
4 FLOOR <=> [](y-=0 => y' = -4/5 * y'-).
5 WATER <=> [](y-=0 & 4<x<6
6 => y' = 4/5 * y'- & x' = 1/2 * x'-).
7






FALL? MOVE??????????? FALL MOVE?????????????????
??????????? 3.8 ?????????????
1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0 & x = 0 & x' = 1.
2 FALL_MOVE <=> [](y'' = -10 & x'' = 0).
3 FLOOR <=> [](y-=0 => y' = -4/5 * y'-).
4 WATER <=> [](y-=0 & 4<x<6
5 => y' = 4/5 * y'- & x' = 1/2 * x'-).
6
7 INIT, FALL_MOVE << FLOOR << WATER.
? 3.8 ????????????????????????
? 3.8 ???????y- = 0 ^ (x  4 _ 6  x)?????????? FLOOR????
??????????? FALL MOVE??????????? x???????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????????? 3.8 ????? HyLaGI ??????????
????? 3.9 ????
? 3? HydLa ??????????????????? 17




5 unadopted modules: {}
6 positive :
7 negative :
8 t : 0
9 x : 0
10 y : 10
11 x' : 1
12 y' : 0
13 x'' : 0
14 y'' : -10
15 ---------IP 2---------
16 unadopted modules: {}
17 positive :
18 negative :
19 t : 0->2^(1/2)
20 x : t
21 y : (t^2+(-2))*(-5)
22 x' : 1
23 y' : t*(-10)
24 x'' : 0
25 y'' : -10
26 ---------PP 3---------
27 unadopted modules: {FALL_MOVE}
28 unsat mod : {FALL_MOVE, FLOOR}
29 unsat cons : {y''=-10, y'=-4/5*y'-}
30 positive : y-=0=>y'=-4/5*y'-
31 negative :
32 t : 2^(1/2)
33 y : 0
34 y' : 2^(1/2)*8
35 # number of phases reached limit
36
37 Simulation Time : 0.576681 s
38 Finish Time : 0.577777 s
39
40 WARNING: x is completely unbound at phase...
41 %% PhaseType: 1
42 %% id: 3
43 %% step: 2
44 %% parent_id:2
45 %% unadopted modules: {FALL_MOVE}
46 %% inconsistent modules: {FALL_MOVE, FLOOR}




51 %% current_time: 2^(1/2)
52 %% end_time: 2^(1/2)
53 --- variable map ---
54 y <=> 0
55 y' <=> 2^(1/2)*8
? 3.9 ?????????????????????????????














?????????? 4.1 ???????????????????? Globally([])
??????????????????????????? Globally([])??????




1: CCS := MakeCandidateConstraintSets(HydLaProgram)
2: CCStell := SolveCandidateConstraintSets(CCS)
3: ME := GetModelingErrors(CCS;CCStell)
? 4.1 ????????????????









1: CCS := fg
2: MSS := makeMSS(HydLaProgram)
3: for each MS 2 MSS do
4: A := SolveAsk(MS)
5: if A! = fg then
6: if A =2 CCS then













? 4? ???? 21
Require: ?????? CCS
Ensure: ??????? CCStell
1: CCStell := fg
2: for each CS 2 CCS do
3: A := SolveTell(CS)
4: if A! = fg then
5: if CheckConictDiscrete(A) = false then
6: A := ResolveWithoutUnsatCore(A)
7: end if
8: if CheckVal(A) = false then
9: A := ResolveSplitRange(A)
10: end if
11: else
12: A := ResolveWithoutUnsatCore(A)
13: end if











 ?????????????y- = 0?x  4 or 6  x????
??????????????????





??????????????G(CM) = true??????G(CM) = true??????
????????? ture??????? (failed)?????????????????
???G(CM) 6= true???????????????????? G(CM) = true??
?????????????MSS???????????MSS? fFALL MOVE, FLOOR?
WATERg?fFALL MOVE, WATERg?fFALL MOVE, FLOORg?fFALL MOVEg? 4??????
3???????? MSS ???????????????????????????
??4 ??? SolveAsk ???????????????????? A ???????
? A?????? (5??)?CCS??????????? (6??)?????????
??????????????? A? CCS??????A?????????????






BOUNCE <=> [](y- = 0 => y0 =  y0-):
BOUNCE2 <=> [](y- = 0 => y0 =  x0-):
? 4.4 ??????? BOUNCE?BOUNCE2
????A ? y- = 0 ??????? MSS ??fBOUNCE, BOUNCE2g?fBOUNCEg?




 ffFALL MOVE, FLOOR?WATERg?y- = 0; 4  x  6g
 ffFALL MOVE, FLOORg?y- = 0g





2 ????????? CCS ?????????????????????????3
??? SolveTell??????????????????????? A????????
A???????? (12??)???????????????????? (unsatcore)











?? 4.5??? 2????????????? y0-? 0???????????????
?? y0-??????????  inf ?? inf ???????????????????
?? y0- = 0??? y0-??????????????????? y0- = 0??? y0-??
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? (y0- = 0???? y0- = 0?????)??????
?????
BOUNCE <=> [](y- = 0 => y0 =  y0-):
WALL <=> [](x- = 2^(1=2) => x0 =  x0- & y0 =  4=5  y0-):
? 4.5 ??????? BOUNCE?WALL
?????????????????????????????????????
? 4? ???? 24
(CCStell)????? (15??)?????????????????? (CCStell)??
 ffWATER?(y0- 6= 0)g?y- = 0;
4  x  6?x0- = 2  x0?x0 = 1=2  x0-?y0 =  4=5  y0-?y0- =  5=4  y0g
 ffFLOOR?WATER?(y0- = 0)g?
y- = 0; 4  x  6?y0- = 0?x0- = 2  x0?y0 = 0?x0 = 1=2  x0-g
 ffFLOORg?y- = 0?y0 =  4=5  y0-?y0- =  5=4  y0g


















HyLaGI/src/debug ??????HyLaGI/src/core/main.cpp ?? --debug constraint
?????????????????
5.1.2 ????? Mathematica ?????????
???????? HyLaGI ??? Mathematica ????????Mathematica ?
??????????????????????????????????????
HyLaGI ???????????????????????????????????
python ????????? sympy[13] ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????












???????????? make ask map ????????????????????
??????????????????????????
5.2.2 ?????
???????????? python ????????? sympy[13] ??????
make val map
???????????????? sympy ??? solve ?????????????
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1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0 & x = 0 & x' = 1.
2 FALL_MOVE <=> [](y'' = -10 & x'' = 0).
3 FLOOR <=> [](y-=0 => y' = -4/5 * y'-).
4 WATER <=> [](y-=0 & 4<x<6
5 => y' = 4/5 * y'- & x' = 1/2 * x'-).
6











 ?????????????y- = 0????
?????????? x?????????????????????? fFLOORg?
???????????????????????? x??? x0 ??????????
????????????????????? FLOOR??? x?????? x0 = x0-?
?????FLOOR2???????????? FLOOR???????
FLOOR2 <=> [](y- = 0 => y0 =  4=5  y0- & x0 = x0-):
?? x0 = x0-??x0 ??????????????????????????????
????????? fFLOOR2g????? x????????????????????
????????????????????????? HyLaGI???????????
? 6? ?? 30




5 unadopted modules: {}
6 positive :
7 negative :
8 t : 0
9 x : 0
10 y : 10
11 x' : 1
12 y' : 0
13 x'' : 0
14 y'' : -10
15 ---------IP 2---------
16 unadopted modules: {}
17 positive :
18 negative :
19 t : 0->2^(1/2)
20 x : t
21 y : (t^2+(-2))*(-5)
22 x' : 1
23 y' : t*(-10)
24 x'' : 0
25 y'' : -10
26 ---------PP 3---------
27 unadopted modules: {FALL_MOVE}
28 unsat mod : {FALL_MOVE, FLOOR}
29 unsat cons : {y''=-10, y'=-4/5*y'-}
30 positive : y-=0=>y'=-4/5*y'-
31 negative :
32 t : 2^(1/2)
33 y : 0
34 y' : 2^(1/2)*8
35 # number of phases reached limit
36
37 Simulation Time : 0.576681 s
38 Finish Time : 0.577777 s
39
40 WARNING: x is completely unbound at phase...
41 %% PhaseType: 1
42 %% id: 3
43 %% step: 2
44 %% parent_id:2
45 %% unadopted modules: {FALL_MOVE}
46 %% inconsistent modules: {FALL_MOVE, FLOOR}




51 %% current_time: 2^(1/2)
52 %% end_time: 2^(1/2)
53 --- variable map ---
54 y <=> 0
55 y' <=> 2^(1/2)*8
? 6.2 (??)?????????????????????????????




4 x is undefined.
? 6.3 ? 6.1? HydLa????????????????????
? 6.4?? 6.5????
1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0 & x = 0 & x' = 1.
2 FALL_MOVE <=> [](y'' = -10 & x'' = 0).
3 FLOOR2 <=> [](y-=0 => y' = -4/5 * y'- & x' = x'-).
4 WATER <=> [](y-=0 & 4<x<6
5 => y' = 4/5 * y'- & x' = 1/2 * x'-).
6
7 INIT, FALL_MOVE << FLOOR2 << WATER.
? 6.4 ?????????????????????
? 6.5 ????????? 6??????????????????????????
??? 3.7 ???? HydLa???????????????????????????
????????
? 6? ?? 32




























unsat mod : {FALL_MOVE, FLOOR2}






















unsat mod : {FALL_MOVE, FLOOR2}



















# number of phases reached limit




???????????????????????? y ?? (????)???? 4=5?
??????????????
? 6? ?? 33
6.2.2 ??????????
???? HydLa?????? HyLaGI???????????? 6.6?? 6.7????
???????? 2.1 ?????????? x(????)??????????????
???? MOVE?WALL?????????????????? MOVE???? x????
???????????????? WALL????????????? x?? (????)
???????????y ?? (????)????????? 4=5?????????
?????
1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0 & x = 0 & x' = 1.
2 FALL <=> [](y'' = -10).
3 MOVE <=> [](x'' = 0).
4 BOUNCE <=> [](y- = 0 => y' = -4/5 * y'-).
5 WALL <=> [](x- = 2^(1/2) => x' = -x'- & y' = 4/5*y'-).
6
7 INIT, (FALL, MOVE) << (BOUNCE, WALL).
? 6.6 ??????????????
?????????????? BOUNCE, WALL ???????? OC(BOUNCE)?
OC(WALL) ??????????????????? BOUNCE ?? y0 =  4=5  y0-
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5 unadopted modules: {}
6 positive :
7 negative :
8 t : 0
9 x : 0
10 y : 10
11 x' : 1
12 y' : 0
13 x'' : 0
14 y'' : -10
15 ---------IP 2---------
16 unadopted modules: {}
17 positive :
18 negative :
19 t : 0->2^(1/2)
20 x : t
21 y : (t^2+(-2))*(-5)
22 x' : 1
23 y' : t*(-10)
24 x'' : 0
25 y'' : -10
26 ---------PP 3---------
27 unadopted modules: {}
28 unsat mod : {BOUNCE, FALL, WALL}
29 {MOVE, WALL}
30 {BOUNCE, WALL}
31 unsat cons : {y''=-10, y'=-4/5*y'-, y'=4/5*y'-}
32 {x''=0, x'=-x'-}
33 {y'=-4/5*y'-, y'=4/5*y'-}
34 positive : y-=0=>y'=-4/5*y'-
35 x-=2^(1/2)=>x'=-x'-&y'=4/5*y'-
36 negative :
37 t : 2^(1/2)
38 # execution stuck
? 6.7 ???????????????????
1 CCS ?BOUNCE, WALL, (y'- != 0).
2 prevVAL ?y=0, x=sqrt(2).
3 ME ?Over-constrained.
4 y' = -4/5 * y'-, y' = 4/5 * y'-
? 6.8 ? 6.6? HydLa????????????????????
? 6? ?? 35
 ??? y0 =  4=5  y0-? y0 = 4=5  y0-????????????????
 ???????????????fBOUNCE, WALL, (y0- != 0)g???
 ?????????????y- = 0?x- = p2????
?????????????????????????? BOUNCE? WALL?????





(x0 =  x0-)?y ?????????????????? (y0 =  4=5  y0-)??????
?? CORNER??????
CORNER <=> [](y- = 0 & x- = 2^(1/2) => y0 =  4=5  y0- & x0 =  x0-):
???????????? BOUNCE ? WALL ??????????????????
????????? fBOUNCE, WALL, (y0- != 0)g ??? BOUNCE ? WALL ?????
CORNER ????????????????????????????????????
??????????? HyLaGI???????????? 6.9?? 6.10????
1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0 & x = 0 & x' = 1.
2 FALL <=> [](y'' = -10).
3 MOVE <=> [](x'' = 0).
4 BOUNCE <=> [](y- = 0 => y' = -4/5 * y'-).
5 WALL <=> [](x- = 2^(1/2) => x' = -x'- & y' = 4/5*y'-).
6 CORNER <=> [](y-=0 & x-=2^(1/2) => y' = -4/5 * y'- & x' = -x'-)
.
7
8 INIT, (FALL, MOVE) << (BOUNCE, WALL) << CORNER.
? 6.9 ??????????????????
? 6.10 ????????? 6??????????????????????
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unadopted modules: {FALL, MOVE, WALL}





































unsat mod : {BOUNCE, FALL}




















# number of phases reached limit
? 6.10 ??????????????????????? (???? 6??)
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??????????????????????????????? [14]??????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????? HyLaGI???????????? 6.11?? 6.12????
1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0 & x = 0 & x' = 1
2 & 0 < eps < 0.1 & [](eps' = 0).
3 FALL <=> [](y'' = -10).
4 MOVE <=> [](x'' = 0).
5 BOUNCE2 <=> [](y- = -eps => y' = -4/5 * y'-).
6 WALL <=> [](x- = 2^(1/2) => x' = -x'- & y' = y'-).
7
8 INIT, (FALL, MOVE) << (BOUNCE2, WALL).
? 6.11 ?????????????????????????
??? eps??????????????????????????????????
????????? BOUNCE???? eps??????????? BOUNCE2????
BOUNCE2 <=> [](y- = eps => y0 =  4=5  y0-):
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------ Result of Simulation ------
---------parameter condition(global)-
































unsat mod : {MOVE, WALL}















t : 2^(1/2)->(2+p[eps, 0, 1]*1/5)^(1/2)











unsat mod : {BOUNCE2, FALL, INIT}
unsat cons : {y''=-10, y'=-4/5*y'-}
positive : y-=-eps=>y'=-4/5*y'-
negative :
t : (2+p[eps, 0, 1]*1/5)^(1/2)
eps : p[eps, 0, 1]
x : 2^(1+1/2)+(-1)*(2+p[eps, 0, 1]*1/5)^(1/2)
y : -1*p[eps, 0, 1]
eps' : 0
x' : -1






t : (2+p[eps, 0, 1]*1/5)^(1/2)
->(2+p[eps, 0, 1]*1/5)^(1/2)*13/5
eps : p[eps, 0, 1]
x : 2^(1+1/2)+t*(-1)








p[eps, 0, 1] : (0, 1/10)
# number of phases reached limit
? 6.12 ?????????????????????????????? (???? 6??)
































1 INIT <=> y = 10 & y' = 0.
2 FALL <=> [](y'' = -10).
3 BOUNCE <=> [](y- = 0 => y' = -4/5 * y'-).
4
5 INIT, FALL, BOUNCE.
? 7.1 ???????????????????????







?????? 3.7?????????????????? FALL MOVE? 2?????
??????????????????????????????
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Appendix ???????????
?????????????????????????????????
 core/main.cpp
debug constraint????????
 debug/debug main.cpp
main.cpp???????????????????????????
 debug/json parser.cpp
HydLa?????? parser/ParseTree.cpp ?????????????????
???????
 debug/solve sym.cpp
??????????
 debug/solve sym.py
python?????????????? debug/solve sym.cpp?????????
??????????
????????????????????????
https://github.com/HydLa/HyLaGI
